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(PLACERVILLE, CA) – El Dorado County’s Public Health Officer, Dr. Nancy Williams, today announced
the County has moved within the State’s new COVID-19 framework for reopening from the Red tier into the
less restrictive Orange tier, effective immediately.

“Governor Newsom today officially moved El Dorado County into the Orange tier based on our case rate and
test positivity percentage, allowing many businesses to reopen for the first time since March and others to
expand their operations, which is very good news for our economy,” said Williams. “However, as I have
stated before, just because something is allowed does not necessarily make it safe.”

Williams said that even though more business sectors are expanding and activities are open, the best way to
prevent the County from regressing to the Red tier remains doing the very things that moved the County to
the Orange tier.

“Moving to the Orange tier should not be seen as a green light to stop wearing a face covering, keeping at
least six feet from others, minimizing mixing with non-household members and washing your hands
regularly,” Williams said. “It’s critical, with this positive move forward, to continue to exercise our personal
responsibility to ensure we keep our case level and test positivity rate low.”

A county moves into the Orange tier if it has a case rate less than 4.0 per 100,000 residents and a test
positivity of less than 5.0. The State records El Dorado County’s population as 193,098. For the most recent
week that was assessed, El Dorado County had a 1.5 per 100,000 case rate and 1.4% test positivity.

-MORE-

The most recently calculated test positivity is in the least restrictive Yellow tier, but counties are assigned to
the most restrictive tier if its metrics fall into more than one tier.

“As positive as this news is, it requires our continued efforts to stay in the Orange tier and move toward
Yellow,” Williams said. “I urge everyone to consider this expansion into the Orange tier as allowing the
option to do more, but not necessarily a requirement to do so. Even in the Orange tier, we still need to take
the same personal precautions we have been to keep our County healthy.”
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